CROSSWORD
No. 15,829 Set by AARDVARK

ACROSS
1 Regularly furnish item of furniture that's wobbly (8)
5 Type of theatre doctor visits in the morning twice (2-4)
10 Formidable second row (5)
11 American turned through arch and left big sports event (5,4)
12 In emotionless situation, agents brought over old criminal (9)
13 Expert's appropriate clothing outside in deluge (5)
14 Tease superior with a religious book (6)
15 View from east certainly popular (7)
18 Artist might use this rented property within The Crown? (2,4)
20 Grave site peripherally showing when person died, say (6)
22 Pass priest leaving to deliver sermon (5)
24 Englishman abroad every year with dreary old hairstyle (9)
25 Number ten, Lotus, crashed inside track without restraint (9)
26 Tone up, caber-tossing (5)
27 War poet without money, without love (6)
28 Gradually removed newsman, then another, putting in complaint (5,3)

DOWN
1 Positive aspect of promoted football team (6)
2 Cake makes tongue register (5,4)
3 Film director's flared pants snag on part of gun (6,9)
4 The French, extremely sycophantic, like opera house (2,5)
6 Female novelist organised trade crowd, spread at the front (8,7)
7 Character in Marathon on Tyneside's a European runner (5)
8 One ignited in company of friend to fight for a cause (8)
9 Work on model's face (6)
16 One might be in a stew, given tricky problem (3,6)
17 Relative keeping trim on runs gets minimal Chinese meal? (5,3)
19 Repeatedly showing heart, helps Jason somewhere in Texas (2,4)
20 Unhappy to involve doctor with the old dog
21 Skill needed to include details in silver on shield? (6)
23 Eagerly excited, Olga's opening in spades (1,4)

Solution 15,828

SUGARY HUMANIST
ORIE NBN
FLAUNT SILENCER
TNOPTYO E
BODYWORK HAMMER
AE NCE O
LOUT SCHLOCK
LR JIA EOW
GOSSIP YABBA
STEETALT
EXTEND PORPOISE
QISE SNGER
UPTODATE MENIAL
ICU AAA
NOHOPERS ADAGIO